Andreas Fischer to succeed Andreas Rudas
Luxembourg, 17 November 2016 − RTL Group today announced the appointment of
Andreas Fischer (46) as RTL Group’s new Senior Vice President Business Development
and Regional Operations CEE & Asia, effective 1 January 2017. In this capacity, he will
succeed Andreas Rudas and report to RTL Group Co-CEO Guillaume de Posch.
With his contract as Executive Vice President Regional Operations & Business
Development CEE and Asia ending as of 31 December 2016 and his 63rd birthday
approaching in November, RTL Group and Andreas Rudas decided by mutual agreement
that Andreas Rudas will continue to serve RTL Group as a consultant with a focus on
RTL Hungary as from 1 January 2017. In this capacity, he will keep his seat on the Board
of RTL Hungary and will be elected Vice-Chairman of the Board.
Andreas Fischer will take over Andreas Rudas’ role at RTL Group, overseeing the
broadcasting operations in Croatia, Hungary, Southeast Asia and the German radio
business on a day-to-day basis. In this capacity, Andreas Fischer will be elected Chairman
of the Board of Directors of RTL Hungary, RTL Croatia, RTL Radio Deutschland and
RTL CBS Asia Entertainment Network. Gabriella Vidus, CEO of RTL Hungary, Henning
Tewes, CEO of RTL Croatia, and Gert Zimmer, CEO of RTL Radio Deutschland, will
report to Guillaume de Posch.
In his future role, Andreas Fischer will continue to manage and co-ordinate RTL Group’s
Synergy Committees and business development activities. Additionally, he will become a
member of the RTL Group Operations Management Committee (OMC).
A joint statement from Anke Schäferkordt and Guillaume de Posch, Co-CEOs of
RTL Group, says: “On behalf of RTL Group, we would like to wholeheartedly thank
Andreas Rudas for his service and dedication to our Group. As Chairman of the Board of
RTL Hungary – and for a few months in 2015 as Interim CEO – he was decisive to steer
the company through the difficult times that it has been facing in recent years. We are
happy that we were able to secure Andreas Rudas’ expertise as he will continue to work
as a consultant to the Group.”
“We are very pleased that we have found a successor for Andreas Rudas from within
RTL Group. In 16 years in different roles at RTL Group, Andreas Fischer gained detailed
and extensive knowledge of the markets, our company and our strategy. With this vast
experience, he is the perfect fit to continue the work that was started by Andreas Rudas in
Asia and continue our success story in Central and Eastern Europe – and for German
radio. We wish him all the best for his new role.”
Andreas Fischer, born in 1970, started his career at RTL Group in 2000 and has worked in
various functions before joining RTL Group’s Strategy & Controlling department in 2010,
where he became Vice President Mergers & Acquisitions in 2011. Since 2013, he has
been managing and coordinating the activities of RTL Group’s Synergy Committees, in
close collaboration with the Co-CEOs, the chairmen of the various committees and the
OMC. In September 2015, Andreas Fischer became Senior Vice President Business
Development & Emerging Markets, reporting to Andreas Rudas, under the authority of the
Co-CEOs of RTL Group.

Andreas Rudas, born in 1953, was appointed Executive Vice President Regional
Operations & Business Development CEE and Asia with effect from 1 January 2009. In
this capacity, he has been developing business opportunities in Central and Eastern
Europe, as well as in Asia, reporting to Guillaume de Posch. He also oversees
RTL Group’s operations in Croatia, Hungary and the German radio business. From
10 March 2015 until 30 June 2015, Andreas Rudas was Interim CEO of
RTL Hungary.
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About RTL Group
RTL Group is a leader across broadcast, content and digital, with interests in 60 television channels and
31 radio stations, content production throughout the world and rapidly growing digital video businesses. The
television portfolio of Europe’s largest broadcaster includes RTL Television in Germany, M6 in France, the RTL
channels in the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Croatia, Hungary and Antena 3 in Spain. The Group also
operates the channels RTL CBS Entertainment and RTL CBS Extreme in Southeast Asia. RTL Group’s
families of TV channels are either the number one or number two in eight European countries. The Group’s
flagship radio station is RTL in France, and it also owns or has interests in other stations in France, Germany,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain and Luxembourg. RTL Group’s content production arm, FremantleMedia, is
one of the largest international creators, producers and distributors of multi-genre content outside the US. With
operations in 31 countries, FremantleMedia’s comprehensive global network is responsible for more than
10,000 hours of programming a year and distributes over 20,000 hours of content worldwide. Combining the
catch-up TV services of its broadcasters, the multi-channel networks BroadbandTV, StyleHaul and Divimove
as well as FremantleMedia’s 260 YouTube channels, RTL Group has become the leading European media
company in online video. RTL Group also owns a majority stake in the programmatic video advertising platform
SpotX. For more information, please visit RTLGroup.com and follow RTL Group on Twitter @rtlgroup.
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